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EATING UP ROUTE 66: FOODWAYS
OF MOTORISTS CROSSING
THE TEXAS PANHANDLE
by T. Lindsay Baker



From the mid-1920s to the mid-1960s, U.S. Highway 66 served
as a major thoroughfare for motorists traveling between the Midwest and the Pacific coast. In the mid-1920s, the U.S. Bureau of
Roads began designating highways in the forty-eight states with
identifying numbers. In 1926, the agency gave number 66 to a
combination of roads that started at Chicago and passed through
St. Louis, Oklahoma City, Amarillo, and Albuquerque to reach Los
Angeles, over 2,400 miles away. In Texas the roads that became
Route 66 were dirt tracks parallel to the Rock Island Railroad
across the Panhandle.
Few highways in America gave travelers such geographical and
cultural diversity as Route 66. From the cornfields of Illinois, drivers went through the Ozarks in Missouri before entering the oil
fields and red hills of Oklahoma. They then crossed the treeless
plains in the Texas Panhandle before driving through the deserts
and Indian country of New Mexico and Arizona. In their unairconditioned cars they proceeded through the Mojave Desert,
passed by orange groves in southern California, and reached the
Pacific shore at Santa Monica. By the hundreds of thousands, drivers made this trip on mostly two-lane highways that were not even
fully paved until the 1940s.1
The collection of roads comprising Route 66 brought together
travelers with specific needs and local people eager to satisfy those
needs for the right price. Gasoline stations, auto garages, vulcanizing shops, hotels, tourist courts, and cafes sprang up where they
had never operated before. Spending by motorists created entire
commercial strips of businesses that catered to the needs of travelers. Many of these places offered food.2
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Not all motorists could afford to buy prepared meals. Instead,
they either carried food from home or stopped during travel to buy
groceries. In the days before refrigeration they had fewer options in
carrying fresh foods than we have today. In 1939, Linda Anderson
traveled Route 66 with her family from the Midwest to California
across the Panhandle, and she later recalled, “We would stop at the
small independent grocery stores and pick up bread, lunch meat,
and soft drinks for our lunches. . . . We . . . pulled off to the side
of the road to eat our sandwiches. . . . It was cooler if we could
find a place to picnic under the trees. . . .”3 Not all travelers could
afford the luxury of pleasant roadside picnics. During the Dust
Bowl years thousands of dispossessed farmers and others from
Oklahoma, Arkansas, and other states used Route 66 as their
avenue of hoped-for escape from poverty through migration to California. In 1933, the City of Amarillo opened free soup kitchens for
the indigent, while the Federal Emergency Relief Administration
operated a Transient Bureau in the city twenty-four hours a day for
two years to assist impoverished migrants on their way westward.4
Home-style eating-places sprang up the length of Route 66,
with hundreds operating at one time or another across the Texas
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Panhandle. Many of these establishments, usually called cafés,
functioned as free-standing businesses, but some of them fed travelers in conjunction with fuel and repair services at places that
came to be known as truck stops. Others served meals to travelers
near or alongside tourist courts, later known as motels. What sorts
of meals did they serve?
Surviving historic menus give us windows through which to
view typical Route 66 fare in the Panhandle. The Truck Stop
Restaurant in Amarillo, actually more a café than a restaurant,
about the time that old Route 66 was being bypassed by Interstate
40 in 1968, offered its customers breakfasts of eggs cooked any
way, hash browned potatoes, and ham, bacon, or sausage with biscuits or toast for $1.25. Other breakfast options included steak and
eggs, plain or cheese omelets, pancakes, and such sides as sweet
rolls, cereal, cinnamon toast, and French toast. The cook could
prepare every item on the menu except biscuits, just using a grill.5
Bob Dowell’s Café, directly on Route 66 at Fifth and North
Fillmore in Amarillo, offered its customers representative noonday
and evening café fare during the 1950s. Its menu featured steaks
and chops, deep-fried chicken, seafood, a limited range of what it
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The menu is included on the postcard

called “Mexican Dishes,” and a full selection of sandwiches and salads. Steaks and other entrées came with deep-fried “waffle potatoes” or “shoestring potatoes.” The “kiddie’s plate” consisted of
hamburger, ice cream, and milk for 45¢, while the bacon-wrapped
filet mignon for grown-ups sold for $2.50.6
Next on the “feeding chain” of Route 66 eating-places in the
Texas Panhandle came restaurants. These establishments offered a
wider range of meals beyond those that could be prepared on grills
and in vats of hot grease. The Capitol Hotel Restaurant in Amarillo
during the 1940s offered its overnight guests and others such
refined choices as steaks, veal, pork chops, and seafood in season,
together with vegetables like green peas, spinach, green beans,
asparagus tips, and tomatoes. The sandwich selection included
club, open-face chicken, and “home baked” ham, while patrons
could choose stuffed tomato, lobster, and cream slaw salads. The
most expensive item on the 1940s menu was the double sirloin
steak with the trimmings for $1.75. Though we might chuckle
about the prices today, this obviously was a high-end establishment, and it had operated continuously since the hotel opened in
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January 1928, just a year-and-a-half after Route 66 received its
numerical designation.7
A handful of restaurants on Route 66 in the Panhandle specialized in particular fare. This was the case of the Long Champ Dining Salon at 705 Northeast 8th in Amarillo, which starting in the
1940s and for two decades featured seafood flown in for freshness.
With a neon sign that beckoned, “Tourists Welcome,” the Long
Champ offered its diners such meals as broiled Florida pompano,
broiled Texas flounder, fried individual catfish, and whole Maine
lobsters. Acknowledging its location in the Panhandle, in the heart
of cattle country, the menu also offered a full range of steaks,
allowing customers to select their own piece of meat before it was
cooked. Vegetable options at the Long Champ included candied
yams, sautéed green peppers, buttered beets, and green peas, with
soups ranging from French onion to New Orleans gumbo. Dining
for travelers at the Long Champ clearly was a treat.8
Some restaurants on Route 66 became visual as well as culinary
landmarks for travelers. This clearly was the distinction of the UDrop-Inn of Shamrock in the eastern Panhandle. It came into existence as a consequence of an early-1930s change in the alignment
of U.S. Highway 66 from downtown streets to a new location several blocks north. L. R. Randall discovered that he owned all four
corners of the prime real estate that would become the intersection
of U.S. 66 east and west with U.S. 83 north and south.
After Randall’s death, Amarillo businessman James M. Tindall
approached his widow with an offer in 1934. He agreed to build
for her daughter and son-in-law, Bebe and John Nunn, a new
building on one of the corners if she would sell him some of the
valuable land. John Nunn then described the combined service station and restaurant that he wanted. Architect Joseph Champ Berry
then created a fanciful concrete and glazed tile masterpiece of Art
Deco design. Bebe Nunn remembered, “Back in the ’30s, neon
was all the go. Our sign and tower was all bordered in green and
red neon. . . . It shined so bright that you could see it from way
back past McLean.” Soon, the new eating-place became known as
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The menu for the Long Champ Dining Salon, Amarillo, Texas
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“the swankiest of the swank” restaurants. All up and down Route
66 motorists came to know its reputation.
The sophisticated kitchen included walk-in coolers where John
Nunn kept sides of aged beef from which he personally cut meat.
“We had a great number of steak eaters,” Bebe Nunn explained,
“so they knew they could ask for a certain thickness and get it.”
Years later Lou Kofton stopped in Shamrock in 1952 on a crosscountry drive from California. “I remember this gas station
because it had a tower and was elegant. . . . I also had something
to eat at Nunn’s Café, at the other end of the same building. . . .”
About 1960, the bus company serving Shamrock shifted its
station to the restaurant. Grace Brunner, who had become the
owner, recalled, “Back then . . . We had about ten [bus] schedules
a day. We kept sandwiches made up and put them on the counter
before a bus was due, as there wasn’t time to order from the
kitchen. . . . We had to have several waitresses. We also kept
plenty of pies and apples. Of course, candy, cookies, chips and
gum.”
The venerable station and café operated commercially until
1995. It then stood vacant for several years, before being restored
in 2001 to serve as a visitors’ information center for Shamrock.9
Travelers today find that many if not most of the places where
they choose to dine are “chain restaurants” or franchises of
national firms. One of the earliest such eating-places on Route 66
in Texas was the Jones Brothers Drive-In that sold franchised
“Chicken in the Rough” in two Amarillo locations. The specialty
had its origin in Oklahoma City. There Beverly and Rubye
Osborne had opened a six-stool diner in 1921, serving hamburgers, fried chicken, and other grilled and fried fare; in time their
business prospered and grew. In 1936, the couple took a trip to
California when a bump in the road sent their lunch, a meal of
fried chicken, spilling onto the seat. Rubye joked to Beverly, “This
is really chicken in the rough.” The incident led them to an innovation in American dining.
Once they returned to Oklahoma City, the Osbornes started
serving what they called “chicken in the rough”—pieces of cut-up
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Postcard for the Jones Brothers Drive-In, Amarillo, Texas (with menu on
back)
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deep-fried chicken on a bed of French fries with a buttered roll and
honey—with no silverware. They did this at a time when proper
etiquette required the use of a knife and fork for eating chicken.
With a price of 50¢ for half a chicken and the trimmings, and using
a copyrighted cartoon of a rooster holding golf clubs, their idea of
casual dining caught on. It really caught on. By World War II, the
Osbornes were running seven restaurants in Oklahoma City, the
largest of which, on Route 66, seated 1,100 diners.
By this time they had begun franchising the “Chicken in the
Rough” restaurants, eventually seeing them in 234 locations across
most of the country. Claude A. and J. Marvin Jones of Amarillo
purchased an Osborne franchise and opened two drive-in restaurants at 413 Northeast 8th and at 208 West 6th, both on Route
66. Later known as the Jones Brothers Village Inn, the eatingplace survived into the 1960s.10
Some restaurants became Route 66 attractions in themselves.
The major example in Texas is the Big Texan Steak Ranch, established by Bob Lee in 1960 on Northeast 8th in Amarillo. For hundreds of miles each direction from the city, its billboards today
advertise, “Free 72-Oz. Steak Ahead!” The eating-place began as
no more than an ordinary barbecue cafeteria with western décor
that happened to be on Route 66 near the Amarillo Livestock Auction. One day a horse managed to get out of one of the auction
cowboy’s trailers in the parking lot. As the owner struggled to
jump onto the horse, passing motorists almost ran into each other
as they watched. Bob Lee recognized the sensation that the man
on horseback had caused. He approached one of the cowboys and
said, “Look, you come back tomorrow. I’ll pay you twenty-five
bucks just to sit on your horse and wave to people.” The wrangler
thought he was crazy but took the money. The gimmick worked.
Route 66 travelers started pouring into the restaurant. Lee dressed
his employees like cowboys and had them carry little six-shooters
at their sides. Then he put up a huge metal sign in the shape of a
cowboy. Still more tourists came.
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Working cowboys from the livestock auction intrigued the
out-of-state guests, so Bob Lee started cashing their paychecks on
Fridays and offering them twenty-five-cent beers just so that they
would hang around the restaurant and provide local color. Son
Danny Lee remembered, “They were such pigs when they ate.”
Seeing how much the men could put away at the tables, the elder
Lee made the auction cowboys a memorable offer: “I’ll tell you
what. Next Friday night, when you guys get paid, everybody
come up here and put up $5. I’m going to serve you one-pound
steaks for one hour, and whoever eats the most gets all the money
in the pot.” The cowboys came, and so did the news media.
Danny Lee continued the story, “Sure enough, the cowboys
showed up and my dad started serving them one-pound steaks for
an hour. One guy was ahead of everybody, and he said, ‘Well,
bring me a salad, too. What else you got there? Bring me a shrimp
cocktail and bring me a roll.’ ” By the time the hour was up, he
had consumed four-and-a-half pounds of steak plus the trimmings. Bob Lee, realizing that the cowboys had given him yet
another gimmick to attract customers, declared to the media,
“From this day forward, anybody that comes in here and eats a
seventy-two-ounce steak, complete with side orders, will get it for
free.” The Big Texan boomed.
The day in 1968 that traffic in Amarillo diverted from historic
Route 66 to Interstate 40, Bob Lee and his family saw their business drop an estimated eighty percent. They knew that they had to
move or go bust. The family purchased five abandoned barracks
from the old Amarillo Air Force Base, relocated them to a new site
at the east side of Amarillo on the Interstate, and used them to create a new Big Texan Steak Ranch. With a 450-seat dining room, a
full menu, live Western music, a shooting gallery, and waiters still
dressed as cowboys, the eating-place remains a major attraction for
interstate travelers.11
For the most part the traditional eating-places on Route 66
have gone the same way as Bob Lee at the Big Texan. As Interstate
40 bypassed their towns, they either made do with a trickle of trade
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from motorists and locals on the old business routes, they went out
of business, or they relocated to the side of the new roadway.
Motorists pour off the highway in search of sandwiches, salads,
steaks, and seafood, just the same as their Route 66 predecessors
did during the decades before. Their trade today perpetuates many
of the same foodways that their parents and grandparents enjoyed
as they took the Mother Road across the Texas Panhandle.
[Prepared for Texas State Historical Association, 4 March
2005.]
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